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Lesson Fourteen: What Does the Bible Say About Abortion?   

 

A Sad Statistic 

I. Today’s question is addressing an issue that has been the center of debate and controversy in our culture for 

several years. The question is, “What does the Bible say about abortion?”   

A. This is a difficult question. For some, they see this as civil liberties (the right to determine to end their 

pregnancy). For others this is a moral and ethical question (is it one’s choice to end another’s life). Packed 

into this discussion is a lot of emotion and tension.  

B. The statistics for abortion are worth noting:  

1. From 1973 (Roe vs. Wade – US legalization of abortion), to 2013, there have been over 56.5 

million abortion.  

2. It’s estimated there’s 1.058 million abortion every year.  

3. From 2005 to 2014 percentage of abortions rose 110%. Then in 2014, abortion rates started to 

decline.  

4. 91.5% of abortions were performed at or before 13 weeks, 7.2% were performed at 14-20 

weeks; and 1.3% were performed at 21weeks  or later.  

5. In 2014, approximately 19% of U.S. pregnancies (excluding spontaneous miscarriages) ended in 

abortion 

6. Women in their twenties accounted for the majority of abortions in 2014.  

7. In 2014, unmarried women accounted for 85.5% of all abortions (CDC) 

8. Reasons for choosing abortion – 23% can’t afford it; 25% are not ready; 4% and less are physical 

health, fetal health, or victim of rape.  

II. When we go forward in answering this question, we need to keep something in mind:  

A. For us, this is not a political question. It is not just a moral question. It is a Biblical question.  

1. Here's the link between abortion and the secular world that began in the Garden of Eden. It’s the 

word “want.” “I do not want the child at this time.” With these words we are near the heart of the 

issue. At this time in American history, that is one of the most powerful sentences a person can speak: 

“I do not want a child at this time.” It's powerful, because in a world without God, a mother’s “want”  

has become the will of a god We have endowed her will with the right and the power to create 

human personhood. When God is no longer the creator of human personhood, endowing it with 

dignity and rights in His own image, we take that role for ourselves. 

2. That sentence should make us tremble, because it shows that in a world without God, the will of the 

strong creates (or nullifies) the personhood of the weak. In other words, in our laws we have now 

made room for some killing to be justified not on the basis of the rights or crimes of the one killed, 

but decisively on the basis of the will, the desire, of a stronger person. The decisive criterion of 

personhood and non-personhood, what is right and wrong, what is legal and what is illegal, is the 
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will of the strong. Might makes right. Might makes personhood. Might makes legal. This is the 

ultimate statement of tyranny. It is the essence of the original insurrection against God, and the 

consequences are devastating. 

B. When we go forward in answering this question, it will be counterintuitive to shame a person out of this 

decision by describing the horrific deeds done to abort the children. It is also counterintuitive to merely 

argue a moral argument, leaving out the gospel’s answer. When answering a friend on this subject I 

believe there are 2 paths to consider:  

1. The scientific research behind life in the womb – just as we can point to science as the existence of 

God, we can point to science as facts to support there is life in the womb. Facts are hard to argue 

with.  

2. The gospel answer – how does God see life? How has God defined life? What is a Christian’s view 

of abortion? What is the answer for the unwanted child?  

 

Scientific Research 

I. What scientific research exists to support life in the womb?  

A. Heartbeat begins from the 18th day to the 25th day  

B. Electric brain waves have been recorded as early as 43 days  

C. At 9 to 10 weeks, the fetus squints, swallows, moves his tongue, and has grasping ability in the palm of 

each hand.  

D. At 11 to 12 weeks thumb sucking begins and fingernails are present  

E. Eyelashes are fully formed in 16 weeks  

F. By the 18th to 25th day of pregnancy, the baby’s heart beats and his/her own blood circulates through an 

intricate blood system  

1. Gen. 9:4-6 – life is in the blood  

2. All info from Clarence R. Johnson (Searching the Scriptures, Nov. 1972)  

 

 

The Gospel Response 

I. What does the Bible say about this subject:  

A. A child is a gift from God:  

1. Psalm 127:3-5 – children are a gift 

2. Gen. 33:5 – children whom God generously gave  

3. Psalm 113:9 – joyful mother of children  

B. God made man in His image  

1. Gen. 1:26 – created in the image of God  

2. Gen. 9:6 – comes with a responsibility of how we treat each other  

C. The Bible speaks of life in an unborn child 
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1. BREPHOS – an unborn child, embryo, fetus; a newborn child, an infant, a babe 

2. Luke 1:41-44 – an unborn child  

3. Luke 2:12-16 – a newborn baby  

4. Luke 18:15 – perhaps older children  

D. Notice other passages about life in an unborn  

1. Job 31:15 – made in the womb 

2. Psalm 139:13-16 – made me, planned me, before my existence  

3. Jer. 1:5 – God knew and consecrated before birth  

4. Matt. 1:18 – found with child (while pregnant)  

5. Gen. 25:21-22 – children struggled in the womb  

II. The weight of evidence – scientifically and Biblically – shows that babies at all stages are considered life 

(humans) and are to be treated with love and respect.  

A. To kill a child in the womb ought to be considered to be killing a child outside of the womb.  

B. An interesting argument – if a certain perimeter is used to define “life”, what if we applied those same 

parameters to adults (heartbeat, brain function, development, etc.)  

 

III. The large number of abortions that are performed are done out of inconvenience and difficulty of life’s 

situation.  

A. If I’m going to answer a friend –  

1. I’ll start with life defined by God. God defines life – all life – and thus I’m responsible for my 

treatment of all life.  

2. What about these women who feel like they are not ready – who do not want a child?  

a. There’s something to be said about a consequence of sexual immorality. Why should a child be 

punished – their life taken – because they were an inconvenience to another?  

b. There is no such thing as an unwanted child. At the heart of the gospel is the concept of 

adoption – while it is best for the parents to love and care for that child all the days of their 

life, adoption can provide that child what a parent feels they can/will not.  

c. God is the father of the fatherless – true religion is to visit orphans in their distress – the heart 

of the gospel is loving one’s neighbor as one’s self, especially caring for the least of these – 

those who cannot care for themselves (PS 65:5-6) 

3. This is not political. This is defining how we see life/others.  

a. Life is of true value. Life from its beginning is precious – worth the blood of Christ.  

B. This will require great self-restraint, realizing how we can get worked up in our defense of the defenseless.  

1. Help them logically see the foolishness and ganger of this thinking – and to reason that life (at all 

stages) is endowed with rights, value, and importance. It is worth our protection.  

 


